Upper Skagit Indian Tribe
Tribal lands

Two Tribe Land sites:

- **Bow Hill Complex**
  The Tribal economic center with both development & undeveloped lands.

- **Helmick Road Reservation**
  The community & government center with both developed & newly required community lands.
Tribal Goal

- The Tribe has a long-term goal to strive for energy self-sufficiency.
- The Tribe supported this goal by applying for this DOE - Strategic Energy Planning Grant.
- Completing this grant will provide the Tribe with a strategic energy plan that will be the foundation to actualize energy self-sufficiency.
Strategic Energy Plan for the New & Existing Lands

- Grant will be managed by the Tribal Utility Planner.
- The Tribe will contract an energy consultant to produce strategic energy plan that will include:
  1. A resource assessment that identifies options for increasing energy efficiencies;
  2. Prioritize energy efficient improvement project proposals; and
  3. Proposed strategic energy plan for new developments that will meet energy demand, demographics, and physical characteristics.
Bow Hill Complex

- The economic center includes both developed & non-developed lands.
- Current development is a casino, hotel, & convention center.
- The strategic energy plan would complete an assessment of the existing and developing facilities.
Helmick Road Reservation

- The community & governmental lands of the Tribe.
- The strategic energy plan would complete an assessment of the following:
  - Newly acquired lands to build low-income housing.
  - Identify energy improvements for the existing fully developed 74-acres of the Helmick Road Reservation.